
I attended the meeting last night at West Hampton Community Center at 6:00pm to listen to why the LV 

Restaurant located at 1565 Briarfield Road should be given permission /permit to allow Spoken word, 

Karaoke,and Jazz Band at 1565 Briarfield Road. 

after listening to all that was presented I was Not convinced there is any reason for such permit. 

The gentleman bought restaurant,if he did not do his homework before buying the property that live 

music,spoken word, and Jazz bands was grandfathered along with the property, shame on him.  There 

are plenty restaurants here in town that are doing fine without such entertaining. 

My biggest concern is with the type of patrons that will be attracted to the live  entertainment that will 

be more likely to cause other problems for the apartment complex where I have lived for the past 6 

years. 

I am a Senior  Citizen who is still working 4 to 12 and other shifts. After the meeting I do NOT think there 

are enough reasons to allow this permit. 

He bought a restaurant. He has a restaurant. He does not have a restaurant in his back yard disrupting 

his way of life. 

 

Thank you, 

Anna Eadie 

1553Briarfield Road 

Apt  T 

Hampton VA 23666 



Matt Smith this email concerns the meeting tonight about the Restaurant behind Mallory 

apartments and wanting to add live music. I disagree because my window is right behind 

and with the music will bring in more noise, so i have to vote no. Randolyn Drebenstedt 

resident from Mallory Apartments  
 



I am a 12 year resident of the Mallory Apartments and I oppose the permit for Live Music at the 
LV Restaurant on Big Bethel Road. 
Having been here the last time there was a live band, I know what noise and aggravation this 
can cause. My bedroom windows are less than 25 feet from the end of their building and I 
heard the noise not from the music itself but from the patrons leaving. Mr. Wilson has good 
intentions but you cannot control a drunk. The fights and language were horrible. Parking is 
also a problem as the restaurant doesn't have sufficient parking. 
 
I hope the planning commission and the city counsel both consider the disruption in all the 
surrounding residents lives and votes no on this permit. 
 
Thank you, 
Shirley Gibson  
 



Matt:   

I appreciate your comments during last night’s community meeting.  As you know I represent 
Mallory Apartments, the complex that immediately adjoins Mr. Wilson’s restaurant.  My client, 
the tenants in the apartments and the surrounding neighbors all have significant objections to 
the proposed Use Permit.  Just a few of those objections are summarized as follows: 

 The restaurant property was operated successfully as a restaurant without live 
entertainment for most of its long history. 

 Mr. Wilson has only owned this property for a few months, he has no track record as a 
restaurant operator, and he has engaged in little or no advertising.  Nevertheless, he has 
concluded that his business can only survive if it has live entertainment, regardless of 
the consequences to the neighborhood.  

 When the former owner had live entertainment, they did so illegally, and it caused 
significant disturbance and disruption to the neighborhood. 

 When the restaurant has been operated by an experienced owner, it has been operated 
responsibly, it has been successful and has caused little or no damage to the 
neighborhood.  However, when the restaurant has been operated by inexperienced 
owners, it has not been successful and has been very damaging to the neighborhood. 

 Mr. Wilson has not demonstrated his ability to operate a restaurant successfully with or 
without live entertainment; and based upon past experience, there is no reason to 
believe the addition of live entertainment will make the restaurant a success or that it will 
be operated responsibly. 

 Having live entertainment this close to the apartment residents has in the past and will in 
the future be extremely disruptive and disturbing due to the entertainment itself as well 
as the conduct of the patrons in the parking area.  There is no buffer or separation to 
protect the apartment residents. 

 In the past, when there has been live entertainment, the patrons of the restaurant have 
parked in the apartment parking lots and have parked along Butler Drive obstructing the 
free flow of traffic on that road. 

 Live entertainment at this restaurant will damage the owners of Mallory Apartments by 
causing tenants to leave the complex and by making it more difficult to re-rent the units 
next to the restaurant. 

 If you approve the use permit you will be deciding to damage an existing, well run 
business, which has been owned and operated by the same family for over 46 years 
because an inexperienced, new restaurant operator has failed to successfully operate 
his business. 

 In essence you are being asked to sacrifice the welfare of the neighborhood and the 
welfare of a proven, long standing, family owned and operated business because Mr. 
Wilson has failed to operate his business successfully. 

Please include this email in your package to the Planning  Commission.  Thank you. 
 
Larry 

Lawrence G. Cumming 
Kaufman & Canoles, P.C. 
2236 Cunningham Drive 



Hampton, VA 23666 
  
T (757) 224.2910 
F (888) 360.9092 
lgcumming@kaufcan.com 
www.kaufCAN.com 
 

mailto:lgcumming@kaufcan.com
http://www.kaufcan.com/
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